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Effective Performance
Noise enforcement, like last year, was very
good. There were 306 noise calls that resulted
in 57 incidents, where 166 summonses were
issued. The ratio of calls to incidents was
approximately 5.4 to 1, historically a very good
ratio.
In addition to good enforcement numbers, the
TW /TP meetings were particularly effective.
Based on citizen input, problem houses were
identified by ChiefD'Intino and Sgt.
McQuillan. By the next meeting appropriate
action was taken against the offending property.
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Costly to the Taxpayers
For the 1st time a house had 5 incidents in one
season, which resulted in 40 summonses being
issued.

Vincent Morrison, who this year was appointed
to a 3 yr. term as our municipal court judge, did
an excellent job and gained the respect of all,
including defendants. Those charged were
given every chance to present their side of the
story and, we believe, justice was properly
served.

In addition to disturbing the quality of life in a
lovely neighborhood, think of the waste of
taxpayer money that is involved. Along with the
police officers involved in a case, there are also
considerable costs in processing 40 violations.
These cost includes court personnel and the time
of the prosecutor, the judge and police officers
who may have to appear as witnesses.

Also notable was the quality of the testimony of
our arresting officers, including Class II
summer officers, who were obviously well
coached.

The owner of this house will undoubtedly have
to appear for a bond hearing at the end of the
year. However TW /TP along with city officials
are now seeking a way to take action against the
owners when the problem occurs.

Well trained officers plus a competent judge
equals success.

Total Summonses 5/22 - 9/7/09
During the summer season a total of 1193
summonses were issued (excluding various
parking violations.)

One other house, 4109 Landis Ave. had a total of
4 violations, 3 during 2009 and 1 from 2008.

Some of the alcohol related summonses which
were issued included:

What Do You Think?
Is our town improving or are we going
backwards? See page 5 for some thought
starters.
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See Summonses

See Costlyon page 2
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Lighthouse Saved
The Ludlam Beach Lighthouse will not be
destroyed. It will be moved to a temporary location
on city property on the west side of Landis Ave. by
5th S1. The building currently serves as a private
horne on 35th St.

Those who might have interest in helping with this
community project, please contact Genevieve Doris
at (609) 624-1511 or gdoris@comcast.net. If you
would like to make a donation, mail it to her at P.O.
Box 375, Ocean View, N.J. 08230.
LUDLAM BEACH LIGHTHOUSE

A group called Friends of the Ludlam Beach Light,
in close association with the New Jersey Lighthouse
Association, will work to raise funds to relocate and
restore this important link to our city's seafaring
past.
The restored lighthouse will be a museum where the
maritime history of our city will be emphasized.
We could include some displays on the "Lifeboat
Houses" from which sea rescues were launched.
These houses, with their boat and crews, were the
forerunners of the Coastguard.

1888
There are currently three locations lUlder
consideration as permanent sites. Two are beach
sites, which seem most appropriate for a lighthouse,
and one is on J.F.K. Blvd. on a site currently
occupied by a children's playground. This latter
location has met with considerable negative public
reaction.
The two beach sites are 5th St., and 40th St. If
permanently placed in the 5th St. are~ it would be
part of a "Passive Park", that has been discussed on
a preliminary basis. The lighthouse would make a
nice attraction for the park as well as a convenient
destination for bikers. But it is somewhat out of the
way.
Locating the lighthouse on the far north end of the
Excursion Park are~ (40th St. and the promenade)
has many advantages. It would help to revitalize the
center of town, be a tourist attraction and would
help the center city and promenade merchants.

2009
The house itself, is one of the oldest buildings on the
island. It was moved in the early 1940s to its present
location at the northwest comer of 35th S1. and
Landis Ave .. The old lighthouse was jacked up to
become the 2nd floor of a private residence where it
survives today.

A number of Jersey communities have, with the
help of the N.1. Lighthouse Association already
saved and restored their lighthouses and they are
popular tourist attractions as well as destinations for
student field trips.

The present 1st floor will be demolished to make way
for a new residence.
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TOWN WATCH I TOWN PRIDE
A Path to Greater Town Pride - Managing Summer Noise
TWTP believes our city is improving not only in our ability to handle noise problems, but also in our general town pride. Recent
developments have improved our image as a family town with maritime traditions. However, we can take this to an even higher level
by managing summer noise issues from a broader perspective. Specifically, we need to begin to evaluate all community actions in
light of their influence on Sea Isle's external image and internal environment.
What's an external image? A working definition is that external image is how visitors envision a community before they even arrive.
It is closely related to attractions like our beach, promenade and bays, but also includes the fun; comfort and security feeling that
visitors expect from a trip to the shore. They begin to form this image of Sea Isle early and from afar. For example, it happens when
they read our great tourism brochures or when they listen to radio broadcasts about Sea Isle "Shore Whores". Our image is
certain!~ a prime determinate of just who visits us.
Well, then what's internal environment? This best be described as the subtle and not so subtle perceptions, we all get when visiting
a new place. It's the unconscious evaluation we make on whether our surroundings are more akin to the Sistine Chapel, Bourbon
Street or something in between. This evaluation begins from one's bridge view of the ocean, Funland, playground and basketball
courts but is reconsidered if one sees trash on the streets or drinking on the beaches. Importantly, the evaluation for the "rules of the
game" affects attitudes on how to act while visiting.
So our external image and internal environment have a lot to do wilh the polential for our overall level of summer noise. If we can
focus with greater intensity on a family, maritime community image and environment, then overall noise levels should continue to
diminish.- This broader approach augments our ongoing efforts to control specific animal house behavior, which can be a result of our
image/environment. Indeed, we believe that even perfect procedures and controls on animal houses cannot achieve all our goals
unless the underlying conditions encouragin9 noisy behavior are addressed up-front.
The following lists come from a group discussion but are not meant to be exhaustive, and we are sure you will immediately think of
other influences. However, this is an attempt to flesh out by examples, just how we have affected our image, environment and
controls in the past. Hopefully this can get us all thinking in the future as we take actions both as individuals and as a community.
We welcome your comments. Please contact us via email atxtobo@aol.com. write PO Box 17 or call 263-2333.
Positive Influences

Negative

External Image
Are we marketing ourselves properly to our
intended target visitors?

@ Gillian's Funland
@ Tourism Brochure

G Deaths, Fights, Baseball Bats
G Promos for Kegs & Eggs, Shore
Whores, Beach Bums Shore Tour
G Reputation for all day drinking
® Missed opportunities to publicize our
successes

Internal Environment
Does our City Environment invite unruly
behavior from our visitors?

© New form of government
© New Police enforcement attitude
© Five year planning
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Animal House Controls
Do our current processes control animal house
behavior?

Recreation Programs
Dealy Field
Shoulder Season Events
Sidewalk Dinina
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© TWTP meetings & involvement
© Supportive Police Attitudes
© Supportive prosecutorial attitude

G Neighbors that do not call Police
G Police adherence to 150'/1Omins rule
G No noise fines for landlords
@ Rental Permit contacts missing and/or
not publicized
G Neighbors do not see calls/arrests
numbers by location

state statutes
neighbors
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© Clean Streets
© Well maintained properties
© Farmers Market
© Special community events
© Tree plantings
@ TI park renovations
© Holidav Iiqhtina of trees

© Active community citizens and
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All day drinking activities both public
private
Excessive Beer & liquor signs
Drinking on Beach
Parking chaos
Parking in wrong direction
Promenade Biking after hours
Restroom cleanliness
Hardware store situation
Overcrowding of rental properties
Garbaae cans left out unnecessarilv

@ View coming over our Bridge

@ Sufficient local ordinances and
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